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There was a period this autumn when oil prices were beginning to stabilize at a less-depressed 
level. For the three-month period of September through November, the price of a barrel of WTI 
oil averaged $44.95. On that basis, prospects for the Canadian economy were brighter than they 
are today, with oil prices this week trading in the low $30s—prices last seen in 2004. 

While Canada’s economy has a lot more going on than just oil, this key vulnerability is looking 
worse by the day and it is playing a role in the broad deterioration in sentiment. One measure of 
Canadian consumer confidence has fallen in tandem with oil, posting seven-straight weekly 
declines. We also learned this week that the Ivey purchasing managers’ index fell to 49.9 in 
December from 63.6 in November (Figure 1). This is the first below-50 print for this bellwether 
for the Canadian factory sector since March 2015, which was the low point for oil prices in the 
first half of the year. 

Figure 1 

 

 

Figure 2 

 

Source: IHS Global Insight and Wells Fargo Securities, LLC  

The second quarter ended with a thud in Canada as GDP showed a 0.5 percent monthly drop in 
September. October’s GDP report showed essentially no change for the first month of the fourth 
quarter (Figure 2). By our reckoning, it would take monthly growth of 0.3 percent in both of the 
remaining months of the year for Canadian GDP to grow in the fourth quarter. Considering the 
average in the first 10 months of the year was 0.0 percent; that is a heroic assumption. The 
alternative (a negative print for Q4 GDP) would mean the Canadian economy contracted in three 
out of four quarters in 2015. 
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We have been quite cautious on the Canadian housing market and while prices remain elevated in 
many markets, the pace of residential construction activity is beginning to slow. Building permits 
plunged 19.6 percent in November (Figure 3). It was the largest monthly decline since August 
2014. While most of the weakness was attributable to a rule change in Alberta which accelerated 
projects before the new standards took effect, the outturn was still worse than expected. 
Multifamily permits fell by more than a third, and single-family permits were off slightly as well. 

Figure 3 

 

 

Figure 4 

 

Source: IHS Global Insight and Wells Fargo Securities, LLC  

Not all the news in Canada is negative. This week also brought news that the trade deficit 
narrowed more than expected. Increasing demand from the United States should continue to 
underpin Canadian exports in the months and quarters ahead. 

For the past three and a half years the unemployment rate in Canada has been between 6.5 and 
7.5 percent. Monthly employment figures are notoriously volatile in Canada and the experience in 
recent months has been no exception (Figure 4). November saw the largest monthly drop in 
payrolls since 2009 but all the layoffs were in part-time jobs. Full-time employment actually grew 
in November. This week brought the December employment report which was a reversal of the 
prior month. Overall job growth came in at 22,800, which handily beat consensus estimates of 
10,000. The negative offset here was that full-time jobs gave back some of the prior month’s gain 
by shedding 6,400 jobs. The unemployment rate was unchanged at 7.1 percent. 
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